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cost university

Bus rates
looked at
bySCSU
$10 fall bus passa
success, possible
, winter extension
by Riley Worth

outside of the entrilnces in front of
these buildings.
Graduate student Cheryl Gamma
Cigarette butt,<; thrown on the said that more ashtrays should ~
ground and chalk drawings on placed between buildings:
-.sidewalks are two items President
"When you are standing around
Bruce Grube said cost the university · talking and there is rio ashtray people
a large ?,mount
·
tend · to throw
of money.
them on the
These items
►►
ground,"
said
also
take
...
Garama.
"It's
general I
easier
than
maintenance
looking around. If
workers
they are walking

by Kristin Albrecht .
CO-NEWS EDITOR

~

ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

With parking an on•going issue
at SCSU; adminiS:tration is
constantly looking for possible
solutions.

The administration and the
Metropolitan Transit Center (MTC)
of St. Cloud said they have the
solution and now the ball is in the
hands of Student Government.
Vice President of Administrative
Affairs Gene Gilchrist and
Executive Director of MTC David
Tripp asked Student Government to
be the third partner in funding the
continuance of the $10 bus pass at
its Oct I! meeting. _

Christy Hovanetz predicts Student
Government will participate, but
-thinks some details need to be
worked out before . her governing
body signs on.
"It's a service to the students,"
Hovanetz said. "If we don't pass it
the students will be paying $2 I."
Her main concern is that,. . the
. contract should become lqng tenn.
''If we do it then (MfC and
administration) will be back spring
quarter. Then they'll be back fall
quarter. We need to get a long-tenn
contract worked out.'!

Go TO BUS, PAGE 5 •
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Cigarettes are a
big issue on this

::nt~i~~ their

campus.

~;;;J;s~·pit1: : :
out6uring

the

Assistant
Steve Ludwig
winter cigarette
Vice President
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT
butts aren't as
for Facilities
large a problem
Management _
FOR FACILITIES AND
because of the·
Steve · 'L'iidwi
EMENT
snow.
~ ·
said typically
entrances in front
during
the
of each of the
spring and through the fall three buildings are kept clean throughout
people spend two hours every the winter.
morning picking up loose trash and
When spring rolls around and the
cigarette butts around the Atwood snow melts the cigarette butts are all
Mall. They do this by hand or by picked up around campus. Ludwig
using a lawn Yaeuum to suck up the said approximately 50 to 100 gallons
trash.
,
are picked up around building
During the rest of the day GMW~ entrances in the spring.
spend approximately 10 minutes
"Cigarette butts are a big issue on
outside each building's entrance this campus," said Ludwig.
· cleaning up cigarette butts.
In . Atwood Meinorial Center
='-==,=-...-"1 · "What we need is a little sigll in there is - still one area, the
Ben W1ehlerman/STA.FF PHf.TTOGIW'HER
front of Stewart and Atwood· say.ing Apocalypse Room, that smoking is
Cigarette butts often get discarded along SCSU sidewalks. As 'If you are truly a pig, please put allowed.
a result, the university is spending a lot of money for cleanup. your butts right here,"' said Grube
Go TO BUTTS, PAGE 5•
about the cigarette butt situation
0
In the spring over 50-100 gallqns of butts are picked up.

KMSP to air features during hockey games
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

During commercials of SCSU Hockey
games on KMSP Channel 9, special
(eaturcs about SCSU organizations, clubs
and people will be run during intermissions
between periods.
.
According to Barry Wegener, director of
Marketing and Communications, SCSU
will have students frqm UTVS tape these
features. Six Husky hockey games will be
televised by KMSP with the first one
starting at 7 p.m. Saturday at the National
Hockey Center.
How did the university acquire
television time on a network station like
KMSI"
"Lots of people brought up the idea,"
' mentioned Wegener. "Craig Dahl first
brought up the idea to Wally Shaver, but not
in a very 5erious way. Then the KMSP set
started to become interested. Th~'s when I
sat down with 1he directors and managers
and talked about it."

According to lffVS Adviser Mark
Mills, this is the first year tha"t the features
really have been done.
''1ltey've been televised a few times, but
not regularly with features," Mills said
about the hockey publications.
"We have a contract with KMSP this
year. If channel 9
makes inoney, we'll
be back, and if we
don't
produce
profits, we probably
won't be back. I
think it will work
and · these ~eatures
will put SCSU in
the publi~'s eye,"
BARRY WEGENER Mil~i~td. said the

KMSP tel1/vised issues have had good
feedb'ack with UTVS.
'The response has been positive," Mills
said. "We love the fact that we will be on
·KMSP. We have mostly the same crew
involved as we've had before.'',

He added, "We might be able to televise
other sports at SCSU, but for now, I<JvfSP
wants big selling Division I sports like
hockey."
Students of SCSU will be paid by both
lITVS arid KMSP ten dollars per game for
their publication efforts at the hockey
games this season.
"We want people to know the g<X?d news
about the university. MOst people don 't
know that SCSU is the most accredited
undergraduate university in the state," said
Wegener about the significance to
publicizing SCSU.
At the end of the televised hockey
games, SCSU and KMSP will split the
profits.
'The featu_res will definitely benefit the
university itself," Wegener said. "People are
eager for and a have an appetite for hockey
iind we_have a strong team, which is what
.one of our features are about.

Go TO KMSP,
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A GIFT OF BLOOD

Julia Pe(ersonlAssocfATE EDffOR

Carol Naig, a Registered Nurse, removes a
needle from senior Amy Johnson's ann at
the blood drive Wednesday in Atwood
Memorial Ballroom.

1
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CAMPus & CoMMUNTIY BRIEFs. ~
against violators sooner than under preVious
ordinances.

Lincoln Depot fined
for serving alcohol
after hours

Local ~ollege,

The Lincoln Depot was fined Monday by
the St. Cloud City Counci l for a June 7
violation.
The police discovered alcohol being

served after the legal closing time of the bar.
Police

officers

investigated

the

establishment after seeing lights on al aOOl.lt
2:20 a.m. There were still drinks on the table
when police checked out the bar.
1be fine comes as part of an amended
liquor ordinance approved Sept. 9. The

amendment imposes a $500 fine for the first
violation, a $2,000 fine for the second and a
14-day suspt;nsion for the third violation
withi n an 18-month period. The new
amendment allows the city to take action

ambulance service
lose .teaching license

THURSDAY
'Ariel'
7 p: m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. "Ariel" plays as p~rt
of the International Filin
Series.

Cultural Bazaar
Noon on Atwood Mall.

FRIDAY
'The Cure'
7 .p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. The "Cure" also
plays Saturday and Sunday
at the same time.

Women's volleyball
and men's hockey
5 and 7:05 p.m.,
respectively. Volle}'ball wilt
be in Halenbeck Hall main
·gym and-hockey at-the
National Hockey Ce,nter.
SCSU hosts Mankato State.
The two teams also play
Saturday at the same time.

Announcements
Applications for Minnesota
Gulf War Bonus for Veterans
on Campus are available in
Room AS-119. This bonus is
for veterans who served
active duty between Aug. 2,
1990 and July 31, 1991.

To -submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St Cloud, MN 56301 -4498.
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Yesterday marks
. : 1 :p~o~te~hi.1::~nto be finge'Printcd and
eighth anniversary of
Wetterling abduction St. Germain to First
Street North closed
Eight years ago •on Oct. 22, I I-year old
Jacob Wetterling was abducted while he, his until Friday

St C loud ,Technical College and Gold
Crnss ambulance service both lost the
privi lege .of training emergency medical
services with the sanction as state approved
and financed organizations this summer.
· brother and a friend rode their bikes to a local ,
Northbound 10th Avenue North from St.
The action could affect many small area gas station to rent a movie in St. Joseph.
communities.- Smaller communities receive
The Wetterlings spent the day with a close Gennain Street to First Slreet North will be
money from the stllte to train their first group of · friends who have helped them closed until Friday because of c0.nslruction
responder and fire crews. The·se services ~ere through taumatic times to commemorate the being done..
provided by Gold Cross and the technical · anniversary.
·
Traffic will be detoured on St. Gennain
college. Without these organizations, these
The Ja~ob Wetterling Foundation has Street, Ninth Avenue North and First Street
communities will beiorccd to look elsewhere became a national force against child North,
for training.
molestation, exploitation and abduction.

STATE

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

Both organizations will have a chance to
WJON iS dedicating ' <l 12-hour radio
appeal the · decision today before the marathon scheduled for J'lov. 1 to bring
Minnesota State Emergency Medical awareness to the issue of child abduction.
Services Regulatory Board.
·
· Crossroads Shopping Center is providing
room for the broadcast. There will be an aroa

Dye added to
dat~-rape drug

& NATION BRIEFS

MinnesotaCanada border

tightened

• The manufacturer of Rohypnol,
commonly . called _the date-rape
International Falls, Minnesota's
drug, has added a bright blue dye to
-busiest border station may see long
the tablet.
The drug, ·used to treat severe lines fanning due to a new law
sleep disorders in 80 countries, will effeq.ive last September.
The law requires the U.S_.
now be immediately detectable if
- Immigration and Naturali zation
dropped into a drink.
Rohypllol is not currently Service .[o develop an automated
licensed for sale in the U.S. It has system for documenting aliens
been smuggled into this country entering and lea"'.ing the U.S. The
law is intended to ITlake sure nonand linked to sexual assaults.
Last year, Congress passed a citizens whO visit the country leave...
federal law providing up to 20 years when they are supposed to.
_Canada and the U.S. engage in
in prison for anyone conviCted of
using a controlled substance to more trade than any other two
commit a sexual assault or other countries, with about $ l billion
woi-th of goods and services traded
violent crime.
daily.

YFARS AGO •••

Jail sentences and the loss of
eligibility for financial aid are two
possible consequences that might
befall young men who fai l lO
register for the draft.
Nearly 8.4 mitliol1 men have
registered since draft _registration
was reinstated two years . ago,
according to an article in the Aug. 9,
1982 issue of U.S. News-and World
Repor.t. However, 700,000 men
have not registered.
·
Nine out of every 10 men have
registered since 1980, according to
Selective Service officials quoted in
the article. That compares with a
seven out of 1.0 ratio during the
Vietnam War.
The maximum penalty f0r not
registering is a five-year prison
sentence a'nd a $10,(X)() fine.
Jeff Homibrook, president of
Non-violent Altema~ves (NOVA)
said although he opposed the idea,
he discouraged- people from
falsifying draft registrations fonns.

Eighty-six years after quitting
school to take a job . in a silent-·
movie theater, Ana Maria Osorio
~ame a high.school gradll!te this,
month at the age of I02.
The Puerto · Rican ,great-great- .
grandmother, wh9 hid in a sugar .
shack a century ago when the U.S.
invaded Puerto Rico, said she
wanted her diploma so she could
work at a local pre-school.
Osorio's proudest achievement
she said was her A in English, and a
chance-to show her love of poetry.

Microsoft in
trouble with
government
S0ftware giant, . Microsoft is
accused of forcing computer
manllfacturers _tb market their
internet browser ln~J.!lore
.as parfof the WmdoWs 9~ o'peratirtg
system.
U.S. Attorney General Janet
Reno said in a statement Saturday
that federal authorities would not
stand by and allow Microsoft to use
' its "monopoly" to force consumers
to buy their products.
Microsoft called the action
"unfortunate" and said they felt the
browser fe ll under product
enhancement,
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Homecoming
sets record
numbers, few
distutbances
by Kristin Albrecht
Co-NEWS .EDITOR

"A New Tradition" was the theme for Homecoming
1997 and many new traditions were made:, including
setting record attendance at two major events.
Jessica Ostman, director of University Organizations,
said Homecoming was very positive overall.

She said every eveni was sold out and everyone
involved this year made it successful.
"People were here at 9 a.m. Homecoming weekend,"
said Stacy Vr,e, University Program Board Special Events
Coordinator. "They have dedicati:d ·so much time."
Vee said both the marijuana debate and Husky Hoopla
set record attendance this year. Also, the talent show had
the largest number of acts ever.
"I think it is a new tradition," Vee said. "It was great to
see students in a safe and educationaJ environment."
One thing that really stuck Out in Vee's mind was

Pres;dent Bruce Grube spealcing at the corooa1;on and
attending Husky Hoopla this year.
'
Husky Hoopla was one event thiit people thought

im~~~~~; ;e~t :~n~~~~~;: than last year," Ostman
said. '1t was so much fun for studencs, alumni and the
community."
Ostman also said she was happ.y to see the
~°:~ming king and queen at many of the events this

Ben Wichterman/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Professor Steve Frank spoke aboui the Minnesota Twins new stadium .issue Wednesday morning in the St.
Croix Room in Atwood Memorial Center. Frank is the co-director of the SCSU survey.

s-. "1-T.ey re-,i:T,e.als stadi•run op.; - .;on
ui, y

1
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by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

"No matter how you slice it, dice it or
cut it Minnesotans are opposed to public
financing of a new Twins stadium," said

co-director of the SCSU Survey, said the
SCSU Survey chose to survey .
Minnesotans this month on the donied
stadium issue because it is timely. There
will be a special session of the
Minnesota state legislature today dealing
with the issue of public funding for the
stadium.

Another part .of Homecoming is University Public
~~e:~ F;;k~o~::~i;rfo~fthr~~~~
Safety's role in the week. Director of UPS Miles
Survey, Wednesday at a press
Heckendom said he was pleased with the support of
conference in Atwood Memorial Center.
authorities both on _and off c~~~~:.,10...... ~• ~ i ~- .,.,..,i,..,,,-.,Th
,.e.,- conference . was concerning a
~ ,.......,..,...,. · •
su ey or'over 600 Minnesotans done •
campus was alcohol confiscation. He said of the total
by the $CSU Survey.
~
number of students found on campus with alcohol over
The survey, conducted from Oct 12
half were not students at SCSU.
to Oct. 19, surveyed adults in Minnesota
There were six citations written on campus last week
over the age of 18 about the proposed
and of those six, four were not students.
domed stadium for the Minnesota
Along with Homecoming last weekSCSU hosted more
Twins, among other sports related
than 1,000 high school students during their Minnesota
questions.
~
Education Association break. Michael Hayman, director
The survey also covered drinking
of Residential Life, said he doesn't have a problem with
and driving issues and political
new
having Homecoming the same week as MEA.
questions. The results of those portions
"Because MEA is on Thursday and Friday it doe"sn't
of the survey have not yet been released.
really affect Homecoming weekend," Hayman said.
Frank said, "I have never seen so
He said there was not a bad part of Homecoming this
many surveys on one subject." He said
Steve Frank
PROFESSOR Of POLITICAL SCIENCE .AND COyear and he felt past Homecomings have not been bad
there have also been surveys on the
DIRECTOR Of SCSU SURVEY
either.
issue of public financing for a domed
"It's a wonde.rful celebration," Hayman said. "A
stadium done by many of the Twin
chance for alumni and students to enjoy themselves and it
Cities• media, including the Star
Wagner said the issue' was chosen for
is good for many." '
Tribune, The St. Paul Pioneer Press and the survey also because it could involve
· The next big event for UPB is Winter Week which will
Twin Cities television stations.
hundreds ·of millions of tax dollars.
be held Feb. 3-7. After that week, planning for next year's
Steve Wagner, assistant professor of
"Minnesotans want to talk about this
Homecoming will begin.
public and nop-profit administration and issue," Frank said.

No matter how you
slice it, dice it or cut
it Minnesotans are
opposed to public
financing of a
Twins stadium

He said there were many
extraordinary reactions to the survey.
The cooperation rate for the survey
was 62 percent, a high rating compared
to other studies. Wagner said the rate
was high because sports and the stadium
were in the introduction of the survey.
The SCSU Survey found in ·earlier
surveys that 81 percent of Minne~ans
would have opposed a referendum
supporting public funding of a domed
stadium while 65 percent also opposed
using other funding (as in user fees and
lottery revenue), Frank said.
This month's survey found that 69
percent of Minnesotans oppose public
funding for the stadium. Out of those
opposed to public funding, 73 percent
wouldn't change their minds if the
Twins would have to leave Minnesota
because of not getting a new stadium.
Also, 17 percent who . were already
opposed to public funding would be less
likely to support it if the Twins might
have to leave Minnesota. Frank said that
17 percent felt that the possibility of the
Twins leaving was a threat.
"Minnesotans are not interested in
~ing the stadium. A large portion
wouldn't be swayed by moving the
Twins," Wagner said.

Go TO SURVEY, PAGE 5 •

Rash of gas caps stolen on campus this month
Seventeen gas caps
stolen from vehicles
earlier this month
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Several gas caps were stolen from cars
parked On campus earlier thi s month.
A bag containing four gas caps was found
near the Engineering and Computing Center
by a child care worker at around 8:30 a.m. on
. Oct.2.
!
The bag was placed near ECC sometime
between the evening of Oct. I and when it
was found on Oct. 2, according to Mary Jo
Trobec, University Public Safety Security
Coordinator.
Trobec said UPS is not sure where the
four caps came from or to whom they belong.

UPS received the first individuaJ report of
a missing gas c·ap on Oct. 9, Trobec said. She
said an individuaJ whose car had been parked
in E lot, an overnight Student lot near ECC,
came to the security shack and reported his
gas cap missing.
'That's when we found out there was
more than one car," said senior UPS Sgt. Ann
Marie Eberlein.
. After UPS officers took a report of the
iridividual complaint they Weill to E lot to see
if other cars were missing gas caps, Trobec
said. The officers counted 17 other cars
missing gas caps.
"We started contacting people right
away," Eberlein said. The officers wrote
down the license plate nuinbers of all the cars
missing gas caps in E lot and contacted them
through their parking permit infonnation.
Only one other person actually reported a
missing gas cap to UPS, Trobec said.
A lx>x containing 17 gas caps was found

by a general maintenance worker in
Shoemaker Hall on Oct. 10, Trobec said. She
added those who were missing gas caps were
notified that the box. of caps was found.
Director of l.WS Miles Heckendom said
the stolen caps was a safety concern for UPS
because tanks would be left open. Also, he
said UPS wanted to let people know about the
recovered caps as soon a,; possible so they
would not have the expense of buying new
ones.
UPS does not have any leads as to who
stole the gas caps. "It could be anybody on
campus or anybody off campus," Eberlein
said.
"I've never seen it happen and I've been
working here .for two years," Eberlein said.
"(I have not seen) that isolated of an act of
vandalism affecting that many people in one
location," Heckendom said. "We're not sure
of the intent of this."
"We're assuming it was done late one

night," Eberlein said. Trobec said it was
probably someone pulling a prank.
"It wasn't malicious damage to the
vehicles, but it has tones of being a juvenile
prankster attitude," Heckendom said.
Heckendom wasn't sure if this should be
COnsidered more an act of vandalism or a
theft. He said it is classified as a theft of auto
parts.

"If anybody saw anything suspicious they
can call us," Eberlein said. Trobec said, "Be
observant when you park your car."
Trobec said ·the UPS officers routinely
patrol all of the parking lots on caJllpus,
though the frequency varies with the time of
day. Also, if officers are called somewhere
else on campus, they can't make it to th~ lots
as often.
Trobec said the only way for those
parking on campus to protect themselves is to
buy a gas cap with a lock or lock their gas cap
if possible.

Page 4
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Sculptor pays tribute to Klinefelter
St. Joseph Park
to be named in
Brian Klinefelter's
name Saturday
by Aimee Gapsiewicz
COPY EDITOR

After responding to a robbery at

an Albany liquor store on January
29, 1996, a St. Joseph police officer
was shOt and killed b)' the three
suspects he confronted.
Now, almost two years later

Brian Klinefelter is beiTlg
remembered in a monumental
dedication at the St. Joseph Park, in
St. Joseph, Minn. The unveiling of

the sculpture and renaming of the
park will take place at 3 p.m.
Saturday.

Artist and sculptor Nasser
Pirastch first approached the family
about creating a sculpture to
capture his memory shortly after he
was killed.
"It was very sentimental for me

because I lost a 23- year- old sister."
Pirnsteh said he felt a bond to the
Klinefelters because Brian was also
young and recently married. He
said he wanted to present Brian as a
symbol of someone active in the
fight against violence.
Brian's wife Wendy Klinefelter
said she and the rest of the family
didn't know what to expect after
they teceived Pirasteh's offer.
"We were very skeptical,"
Wendy said. "(But) he showed us

the sketch and we were
overwhelmed with emotion. He
really captured Brian."
She said, however, that it was
too soon after Brian's death a~d
they weren't ready to undergo a
project of that size at the time.
Wendy said Pirasteh asked them
if they were interested again this
past spring, and they accepted his
offer.
They took the next step by
asking the St. Joseph Park Board if
they would allow the sculpture to
be unveiled at the park to thank the
community for their support, and
the board agreed. ,
Weiidy wanted to make it clea(
there were no tax dollars used to·
fund the creation of the sculpture.
''This was privately funded through
friends and family," she said.
"She (Wendy) is extremely
grateful for not only the monetary
portion, but for people's concerns,"
said Brian's father David
Klinefelter.
Wendy and David said local
businesses, law enforcement and
others got together and completely
funded and built Wendy a new
~ouse. ''The community has done
so much," Wendy said.
She said so many people were
involved in the project she couldn't
keep track of everybody to write
thank-you notes.
"A lot of them- I still don't know
who they were," she said.
David also said 35 states and
seven nations made contributions to
the Brian Klinefelter Memorial
Foundation, which was fonned to

create events in support of building
the connection between adults and
youth.
''That was a miracle in itself,"
Wendy said.
She said her husband's death has
been very difficult, but she'.s trying
to take something positive from the
situation.
· "Wendy has shown amazing
strength," David said.
Wendy said she had dated Brian
since she was a freshman in high
school, and they had been together
a total of nine years.
."It was pretty much an ideal
relationship," she said. "He was; my
best friend."
She said she is thankful for her
cherished memories of Brian that
last night they were together, when
he insisted on sharing play time
with their baby daughter Caitlin.
"He made me see what's truly
important in ljfe," Wendy said. "His
dying absolutely ripped my heart
apart."
Wendy said she tries not to
spend her time thinking about the
people responsible for his death and
surrounds herself with positive
people. She said that being a
criminal justice major has shaped
many of her ideas on life.
"I knew this could consume my
life, if I let it," Wendy said. "I don't
think about them very much. I hold
them accountable, but I don't point
a finger at anybody."
David added, 'There's never a
day that goes by you don't think
about him."
The message Pirasteh and the

Contributed plwto

This syr11bolic monument was
done by Nasser Pirasteh.The
flag wrapped around him has
26 stars, Klinefelter's age at
the time of his death.
Klinefelters want to send through
the unveiling of the sculpture
Saturday is to curb teen violence
through connecting the youth with
adults and communication.
David said statistics show that
"higher adult contact lowers the
probability of youth crime and
violence."
He added, "We're trying to
encourage youth to connect with
adults and show they care. We're
hoping the statue will signify that."

Pirasteh said the reason the
stiltue wa'> placed in the park was,
"You have a relaxing, fun time
bonding between parents and
children."The park is a place where
adults and youth come together and
share experiences.
He said he purposely didn-'t
include a gun in the sculpture of
Brian. "I didn't want to glorify guns
because this is what killed hi(Jl."
Pirasteh added that he wanted to
show Brian in all aspectsofthe man
he was - a husband, father,
policeman and American. He
wanted to create a bridge between
law enforcement, and the rest of
society and make them forget the
"it's them against us" idea.
Wendy said her hand, as well a~
her daughter's, are portrayed over
Brian's heart. "Our hand prints are
in a rough area intentionally
because that's where our bond has
broken."
· She says her message to the
community concerning this effort is
more centered toward the adults.
"As adults, people have forgotten
the responsibility to take positive
action for the youth," she said. "My
message for the adults is, get to
know the kids in your
neighborhood. Take time to be with
them." Wendy said that is a big
piece of the puzzle missing in what
is wrong with kids today.
Wendy said she wants the
community to "remember the daily
struggles the police go through,"
and maybe a tribute to Brian will
symbolize the efforts of all law
enforcement .to insure peace for all.

United Way goes Greek for a fundraising week
Greek organizations
hold events to raise
money for United Way
by Sarah Stoermann
STAFF WRITER

SCSU fraternities and sororities have
organized a week of events 10 help raise
money for the United Way of St. Cloud.
The week of fundraising begins Saturday
and continues through Thursday, Oct. 30. All
Proceeds will be donated to the United Way.
The United Way will put the funds into a
large pool which is distributed amongst 40
organizations, according . to Cheryl Jones,
Unite<;! Way Volunteer Coordinator.
Dominic Nelson, senior and Acacia

fraternity president, was contacted by Jones
to create a better campaign at SCSU.
"Jones thought the Greek organizations on
campus would do an effective job fundraising
and increasing students' knowledge about the
United Way," Nelson said.
The first event is a dance-a-thon Saturday
in the ·Quarry. The dance-a-than runs from 7
p.m. to midnight and is sponsored by Chi
Sigma Rho sorority and Delta Sigma Phi
fraternity. The majority of the dancers are
Greek members, but everyone is invited to
participate and donate money.
SCSU senior and philanthropy chair of
Chi Sigma Rho, · Jen Vi cha, said they are
hoping to collect $300 through pledges raised
by sorority and fraternity members, and
donations made during the dance-a-thon. The
DJ will give infonnation about the United
, Way during breaks.
"The idea came from Northwestern
University, they do a dance-a-thon for the

Children's Miracle Network," Vicha said.
Acacia and Kappa Phi Omega sorority
will be sponsoring a pumpkin carving contest
Monday from 4 to 6 p.m.
There is a $5 charge per team. The winner
receives 10 free tickets to the All-School
Halloween Dance, among other prizes. The
dance is another fundraising event taking
place during the week. The pumpkin carving
contest will be held at the Acacia fraternity
house, located across from W.W. Holes
residence hall.
There will be a caramel apple sale
sponsored by Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity
and Delta Zeta sorority Tuesday in Atwood
Memorial Center. Delta Phi Epsilon sorority
and Phi Kappa Tau fraternity will be
sponsoring a bake sale Wednesday in AMC
and the lobby of Leaming Resource Center.
The fundraising ends Thursday with an
All-School Halloween Dance, sponsored by
Theta Chi fraternity and Phi Epsilon Alpha

sorority. It takes place in the AMC Ballroom
from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. Tickets cost $5.
"A number of different things have been
done to promote the dance and the other
events," said Charles Meeks, senior and
president of Theta Chi. "We spoke to the
residence halls, had a booth in AMC's main
lobby and hung many posters."
Nelson said, "We are hoping the campaign
will be fairly successful, then we can build in
the future."
Jones said she and others involved in the
United Way will be attending various events
to prom~e the United Way and the projects it
funds.
Jones said there are no other campus
organizations planning fundraising events for
the United Way, but the United Way is always
interested in working with campus
organizations.
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Cultural speaker Bus
celebrates India's
independence
by Darsen Campbell
This year marks India's 50th
anniversary of independence from
British rule.
In celebration, three campus

organizations consolidated funds to
host a prominent, cross•cu\tural
speaker at 7 p.m. Monday in the
Atwood Memorial Ballroom.

International Relations Club, are
responsible for organizing and

sponsoring Mehta's presentation.
"We want a lot of people to

come to this event," Yap said. 'The
campus is trying to promote
cultural diversity, and this is a great
way to do it. Everybody will be

able to relate lo this speaker."
The sponsors are holding a potluck dinner at 4 p.m. Oct. 26 at the
retired Hamachal State chief justice Center for International Studies.
of the Supreme Court and has been The infonnal gathering will provide
a federal level senior advocate to an opportunity for people to speak
casually with
the
Supreme
Mehta.
Court of India
Jay Vora is a
since
1980.
management
Mehta is an
and
ardent human
international
rights
and
business
public affairs
1bis is a rare
professor
at
activist.
opportunity to
SCSU. He is
Mehta's
also the advisor
presentation,
speak
with
for
1he
'The Legacy of
Mahatma
someone who has International
Students
Gandhi,"
lived through the Association who
discusses the
helped organize
nonviolence
whole nonviolent Monday's
event
experiments of
Vora,
along with
Ghandi
and
in
other campus
how they relate
India.
organizations,
to South Africa,
worked
to
India and the
Jay Vora
provide
the
civil
rights
PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT transportation
movement in
the
United
AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
needed from the
Speaker T.U. Mehta, 80, is a

movement

..s,,-- -----------£iMinnesota.
m: Coas
will
discuss

to

"It started
Ghandi's
influence on political activist, out as just a thought," Vora
"Usually
the
lawyer and President of South explained.
Africa, Nelson Mandela.
organization hosts a speaker every
Mandela is a prominent leader quarter. I spoke with Mehta's
in the struggle against white daughter and she talked to her
minority rule in his country.
father in India about speaking at
As a 1993 Nobel Peace Prize SCSU during his visit to the United
reci pient,
Mandela
applied States. She said he would be
nonviolence ideology in South delighted."
Africa's transition from apartheid
Vora had the _opportunity to
to a multiracial democracy.
meet Mehta in India las! year.
"He is a peaceful, calm person
In addition, Mehta will discuss
Martin Luther King Jr.'s nonviolent though powerful when needed, but
approach to the Civil Rights not boastful," Vora said. "I was
movement in 1he United States.
impressed with him. He does a lot
'This is a rare opportunity to of thinking behind his speaking."
experience listening to a major
In addition to Mehta's
international speaker with a lot of presentation Monday, he will be
life experience,'' said Wui Ping Yap, speaking in a number of classrooms
junior international relations major, and addressing faculty.
Yap is involved with the
'This is a rare opportunity to
International Students Association speak with someone who has lived
and the International Relations through the whole nonviolent
Club. The India Heritage Club, in movement in India," Vora
conjunction with the International explained. 'This is important."
Students Association and the

KMSPPAGE1
We want to draw students out of St. Paul colleges and give them more
options for schools ou1side the Twin Cities area. It's a great way to get
publicity for SCSU."
A few types of features will be run during the games for SCSU.
"During the four or five minutes of feature time, some of the features
that will be ran will be the introduction to mass communications, a hockey
preview of Brian L. as a marketing sttident and nOI just the goaltender he
appears to be," says Wegener.
Why publicize SCSU on national television?
"Over one third of the students from the Twin Cities come to SCSU,"
says SCSU President Bruce· Grube. "We want to show the university,
through television, as the students see it and how they can get involved.".
"None of this would be possible without the help and production from
students and Mark Mills. It's because of them that we are able to afford this
production. All the technical support from UTVS is much appreciated,"
commented Wegener on the cast of support from the university.
Senior Jason Buczkowski. who works with UTVS, said, "It's great
hands-on experience. Being on the 13th largest market in the country when
you're in college is wha1 employers are looking for."
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SCSU administration signed a
contract for fall quarter to promote
the quarterly bus pass by dropping
the price to $10. Down from the
original $21 price, the promotion
was extremely successful.
The 1,450 fall-quarter passes
sold was the largest number ever
sold for any fall.
"To say the least, the quarter
pass promotion has exceeded our
wildest expectations," said Tripp.
The benchmark for number of
tickets sold for winter quarter is set
at 1,025, with 1,600 tickets as the
projected number to be sold. This
means MTC is willing to accept
payment of $ IO for the first 1,025
passes sold, but anything above
that they want $20.
Th.is leaves approximately 575
tickets projected to be sold in
which someone has to cover .the
·extra $10. Tripp proposed MTC,
administration, and student activity
fees split the approximately $5,700
to keep the passes at $10.
Currently, the administration
and the student activity fees pay
$15,000 a year for the services
provided by Metrobus. The
proposal would be above and
beyond this payment
·
Fee allocation Chair Mau
Trombley said the members of his
committee discussed the issue last
at their weekly meeting. They
decided to""'fiold off on a decision
hoping to receive more infonnation
this Monday when Tripp meets
with
the Campus Affairs

Survey

committee.
"We left the meeting on Friday
to do more research before Student
Government enters into an
agreement with the other two
groups," Trombley said. "One
thing is we need to find out is how
long this contract would run for."
According to Trombley, the
extra money the students are being
asked to pay is so minuscule that it
is not really the · main issue.

People don't mind
spending $IO for
an entire quarter
of all-you-can ride
transit.
David Tripp
ExECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF

MTC

According to Tripp, schools such
as University of WisconsinMadison, University of WisconsinMilwaukee, Marquette University,
and the University of Illinois have
completely free transit to their
schools, with the compensation
coming in the fonn of increased
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Frank also said according to the survey, if
Minnesotans had to choose between keeping the
Twins or keeping the Vikings, they would choose the
Vikings.
"A great many people have Jost interest in
baseball," Fr.ink said. "Baseball is not the nation's
pastime,"he said.
Frank said the survey showed the sport that
Minnesotans follow most closely is football. Also, he
said the survey found that if Minnesotans have the
money to attend a professional sponing event. they'd
rather go to a football game.
"Minnesota is known as a moralistic state. They're
known for supporting everything,'' Frank said.
"Funding sports teams goes against the grain," he said.
Even when funding is proposed through means like
user fees and revenue from gambli ng, Minnesotans
don't care, Frank said. 'They sti ll regard that as public
funding,'' Frank said.
'They're (the Twins) gone· in my opinion," Dan
Olson, senior supervising student director of the
SCSU Survey said. He said Minneso1ans do not want
to fund a project with public money that involves
people who make millions of dollars. 'The public
won't swallow that," Olson said.
The students directors of the SCSU Survey
designed the questions and detennined the scope and

Butts

tuition or activity fees. Tripp is
against this idea because he
believes it's more fair to the nonuser.
" fhe $ JO fee seems to be so
strongly accepted,'' Tripp said.
"People don't mind spending $10
for an entire quarter of all-you-can
·ride transit."
From the administration's side,
Gilchrist
emphasized
the
importance of mass transit for
parking reasons, as well as
environmental reasons. He said
SCSU does not have a parking
problem, it has a transportation
problem.
"In free parking on campus we
have 50 percent more spaces tcx:lay
than we had in 1988," Gilchrist
said. "It is true that they are all over
10th street on the south end of
campus. The question is how far
do you build parking and at what
expenser
The expense, Gilchrist said, is
the environmental damage that the
high number of automobiles in the
world does to the environment. He
said mass transit is one way to
solve this problem.
"The price of a gallon of
gasoline is $1.29," Gilchrist said.
'The cos! of a gallon is about
$2.25. (The extra dollar) is in the
cost of roads, in what we're doing
to the air, and global wanning. You
are going to have to pay that when
you are standing where I am. We
should not continue to do that and
oneoftheanswersismasstransit."

focus for the survey, Wagner said. Olson said the
questions about the stadium and the Twins were based
on those in other surveys and current legislative issues.
Also. Olson said Frank asked other faculty for ideas
through general e-mai l.
The .$CSU Survey was started in 1980 by Frank,
conducting surveys in conjunction with political
science classes. Every fall and spring quarter SCSU
survey conducts statewide surveys in coordination
with some political science classes. "It is a learning
tool for a large pan," Wagner said.
Olson said he began working on the surveys as a
part of two political science classes he was in three
years ago. 'Tm furthering my research knowledge for
goi ng to grad school," Olson said.
Olson said the SCSU Survey does many surveys
throughout the year, including student surveys,
omnibus surveys and lottery surveys, among others.
The survey this month kept callers on the phone for ten
to twenty minutes, Wagner said, depending on the
quality of the interviews.
Olson said unlike some other programs, students
are involved for the experience, and not for a job. "It's
not a separate institution," he said.
Wagner said, "It is good community action to use
our expertise and resources to investigate issues and
report back to the public."
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Grube said there is no doubt this room will be
phased out because the canceling system in Atwood
can't totally isolate the smoke from everything else.
"I don't think that's fair," said freshman Stephanie
!;aust. 'They are oppressing the people that smoke for
the people that don't. It's an addiction."
"If you phase out this room there will be more butts
around," said junior Arsalar Warsi.
'There are enough ashtrays, but during the winter
it's kinda tough to smoke when you're freezing
outside,'' said junior Habib Ahmed. "'There's no place
left."
Ludwig said it is a policy decision. He has heard
about the plan, but said it is not an operational
decision.

Another problem on this campus has been chalk
drawing on the Atwood Mall.
Chalk drawings are not allowed on any sidewalk or
building on the SCSU campus. There is no speci.il
pcnnission to do this on SCSU property.
Two groups this month have done chalk drawings
on the Atwood Mall. Ludwig said this is an unusual
circumstance and both of these groups were infonned
that this is a problem.
The reason why chalk is a problem is because it
tracks into buildings and causes more work for the
GMWs. According to Ludwig, the chalk drawings are
cleaned up as soon as they are spoiled in order to
discourage other drawings.
'The cleaner we keep it (the university). the less
likely others are to litter."' Ludwig said.
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EDITORIAL

Rainforest threated by
EINino,government
The Amazon rainforest is under attack li)<e never
been before and we are all at risk.
The world's largest remaining tropical forest is at
risk from oil exploration, mining, logging,
infrastructure projects and farming advances.
On top of that there has been a large increase in
fires. This is partly due to extra-dry conditions
brought on by El Nino, a reoccurring, abnormal
weather pattern in the Pacific Ocean
The Amazon rainforest plays a key role in making
the air on Earth breathable. Without this forest our air
will not be cleaned. Pollution will take over and more
health problems will be a result.
Environmentalists are saying we may be closer to
the end of the Amazon forest than anyone had ever
guessed.
If that wasn't enough, pressure groups say there is
more pressure than ever to develop the Amazon's 3.7
million square miles.
The area of the Amazon rainforest is larger than
Western Europe and soon it will be gone.
In the early 1990s all we heard about was the
rainforest. Students all over the world were raising
money to buy acres of the rainforest. Then it all
seemed to end. Very few people talked or thought
about it.
With the exception of a few environmental groups
the issue has been put on the backburner and people
decided they didn't want to think about the rainforest
anymore. It's the old idea if you don't acknowledge it
then it doesn't exist.
lbis all started when the Brazilian government
encouraged cattle ranching and the rainforest was
being torched to make way for the cattle,.
1n 1992, Rio Earth Summit helped to raise
ecological awareness. But, the latest figures are
showing that deforestation rose in 1994, reaching
5,750 square miles compared with 4,298 square miles
in 1991.
Today this number keeps rising and more air
. pollution is the result.
With l O percent of the Amazon already gone
maybe it is time we start to care, before it is too late.
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Advice from a non-trad
There is a quote by
Samuel L. Clemens a.k.a. Mark Twain - which
says; When I was 14, I
thought my father was the
dumbest human being to
have ever walked
the face of the
earth. When I
turned 211 was
amazed at how
much the old
man had learned
in only seven
years.
We often ignore good
advice because it comes

Choosing a course of
study now will eliminate
so many sleepless nights
and a great many
headaches in your last
years here.
7
I nearly finished
a degree in biology
before realizing it
wasn't what I
wanted in life. I
chose my current
course of action by
accident and here I
sit counting the
days until this spring.
Choosing

"""-=-==---

from the wrong source.
Our parents tried to tell us
what life was all about
before we left home, but
none of us ever really
listened.

Our friends warn us
about bad relationships,
but we always ignore them
until it's too late.
And, if you listen to the
fortune tellers on
television then you're not
going to get any help from
me.
, But here's a piece of
advice for anyone in
school. Pick your major
now.
It sounds stupid, but
there are so many people
out there who have no
idea what they want to be
- then again, maybe it
doesn't sound that stupid
to you.

use to say, that's a bunch
of horse pucky.
Colleges and
universities are designed
to help you get through in

a minimum of time. But

you have to ask for their
help. Don't sit on the
couch and watch your life
waltz by, get up and do
something - anything.
There are a few smart
people out there who do
know what they want from
life. More power to them.
Many of these
individuals
your major now
are lucky
will help you
enough to
plan your
have
classes
participated
Choosing your in the Postaccordingly and
help you
major now will Secondary
graduate in less
Act in high
help you plan school.
than a
millennium.
your classes This act
high
If your a baraccordingly and allows
fly then cut back
school
now. There will
help you
students to
be plenty of
take college
graduate in less credit
time to party
for
than a
free. Tell
after graduation.
Too many
your
millennium
people talk
brothers
themselves into - - - - - - - - - and sisters
at home to get off their
waiting a little longer
before choosing a major.
duffs and try this out.
Hint: (IT'S FREE!)
They tell themselves
they're not the only ones
lbis might be a cool
life, but there's a really
doing so and that nobody
cool world outside of
really knows what they
want in the first few years
school, try that out too.
Why waste time here?
of school. As my grandpa
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Reach out and
touch someone

The opinions expressed on this pa'ge
_ do not necessarily represent the views
of UN!VERSJ7Y Cbror1icle
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Apa Khabar! Koban-wa! Jambo! Hola-' !
For most of_us here at SCSU, I am willing to beronly
the fast one of those various wa:ys of saying hello was
~ recognizable, and that is a s~ame. Righf here on this
campus are international students and faculty representing
more -than 50 different_countries andcultures;-how many
of these people do you have contact with every day? Ten,
2_0, 100? Now how many dp you really know. I mean
enough to have a conversation with for more than 30
HITHER
seconds? Two or three maybe? What
&
have you learned from them about their
-home, language and culture?
YON
Diversity and multi-culturalism are
two very popular ide~ on campus

(and in America) today. Unless you
have been hiding in your closet, Y.OU
cannot cross _c,;unpus without seeing
some message -detailing the be_nefits
of these ideas: There are excellent
reasons to open our minds to
diversity.
'But, thbse same ideas also.make
some people 'cringe. The concept of
N~THAN A.
meeting people that '11'.e fundamentally
'AHLBORN
different from we Americims is not
only scary, but challenging to many. For just a moment
though, think about this: as awkward as you might feel

- -- -~1-1tr,roommg-or-wmi~

_

international student or person how do you think he or she
feels? This person has come perhaps-20,000 miles-to go to
sch09l here. The language is different, the food tastes
funny, everything smells wrong and people act so strange!
Anyone who has spent time overseas studying will
know exactly what-I am talking-about, but for thOse of you
who have not, imagine being an international student for
just a moment. Look at school and work and life from
their point of view, seriously. I know many people who
talk about_diversity, understanding, open-mindedness,
multi-culrii:ralism, ·etc., then turn around 10 minutes later'
and are asklng why an international person is so hard to
talk to. This is' not to say that all international students are;
but I have heard that particular comrrient many times. Are
they hard to talk,to, or have you not-reached out to them?
A few weeks ago, I had the-chance to listen to a large·
gtoup of international students taik about what they felt
Was most difficult about being here. Overwhelmingly,
these students from six continents and about 20 countries
said ttie hardest thing about being here was meeting
,
Americans.
In class, with roommates,_as coworkers even, most of
the Americans they meet simply ignore.them, and·they
wonder why. I-believe it is not intentional, merely cultural
(well, more than that, ~ut a big part). In class, American
students are taught to speak up, question the teacher,
participate. Many international students have schooled · ·
under the British system, which does not work the same,
especially in ASian cultures~Th"ere, sitting quietly in class
and listening is the proper behavior, not asking questions
·or talking. So the quiet, unassuming international student
gets ignored by th,e rest of the class, becatise he or she is
merely acting the way they ,were taught to, Also, this '
student is trying to learn in a second (or even third, fourth ~
or 11th! - thank you Andi le) language. Try learning your
chemistry in Tagalog and then see"how vocal YOU are!
Reach out today. Talk to someone, learn a little mo_re than
just what they teach hei-e. Not only will you·mak.e new
friends, you enrich two lives at once. Remember, life is an
ediication-live it. Selarnat jelan, kwaheri, janne, khodahafez, adios and farvell tak. danske tvillinger!
·

Hemp and matjiuana are not the same
The article in question is "Hemp debate
Sativa is coinmonly known as hemp and lndica
attempts··~o lift smokescreen" printed in the 16
is commonly _known as.marijuana. The two
October 1997 Chronicle.
subspecies are easily distinguished. Hemp has a
Marijuana has been an illegal drug since 1937 tougher skin which is hard and woody and
grows to 25 fe,et in height in maturity. Marijuana
when the Marijo.ma Tax Act W<lfi passed. Without even looking up the facts behind the
is a much shortt;r .plant that only reaches s_ix feet
q~oted statement.,lets--erxamine it. How -the heck in-height in rriaturity. The branches are also
spaced differently.
'
can you tax something that iS i"llegal??? Y.ou
can't! What your article sh6uld have Said was
Legalization of the two plants are two
The Marijuana Tax Act of 1937, placed a tax of
completely different topics and should be treated
$1 an ounce on Mariju~na killing the Hemp
a~ s1:1ch. I am not saying I am against the
industry. President Frank.Jin D. Roosevelt
legalization of Marijuana, there are compelling
launched the Hemp for Victory program
arguments for it which even _a person· such as
indudng farmers to_resume growing the cfop for myself who has never smoked Marijuana Would
agree." If Hemp were legalized it could be used
military use, from boot-litces to parachute
as afoel, fabric or construction material and no
webbing and backpacks. The U.S. hemp
industry _died again after World War]l. It wasn't one could get high from smoking it. Hemp does
until 1972 that he_mp was lab_eled as a controlled n.ot have the Tetrnhydrocannabinol (THC) levels
substance under the 1972 Controlled Substances that allow Marijuana ~mo_kers to get high.
Act.
Joseph P. Berube
Then your article goes on to say that hemp is ·
Senior
the stein of the marijuana plant. Where the heck
Criminal justice
did you get that idea from? Marijuana and hemp
are two DIFFERENT subspecies of Can_nabis.
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Huskies McKinney a gre~t catch for
set for
southern
swing
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU soccer team heads

for the Miami, Florida Tournament
this weekend for two games, but it
isn't gOing to be a day at the

beach.
The

.
Huskies - battle

Lynn

University on Friday, and they
will play Barry University on

Sunday.

-

Inside, he knows
what he is .
acbievi~g, but be
t
•
t IJ
going
e
you about 'it.

The Huskies (6-+ 7 1 overall, t=2
North Central Conference) have
posted a 2 7 record since October
14 and this weekend, they are
hoping to break out of their
4

4

slump.
SCSU Head Coach

Shellee

Copley said the recent break in

outside chance
summer,
S_aturday
of
(Senior
breaking three
Mike Flanigan
linebacker)
different SCSU
SCSU JUNIOR WIDE RECEIVER Jeremy Sinz
receiving
- - - - - - - - - and
Guni•or
records.
. Quarterback)
Wilhi,,1 UliOR' recoplion$. ·uv-ec--.. -Jon Miller stayed· up i~ ~- Cl~u?,
more 19Uchdown receplions, and 71 and _worked. o~t ~ulte a bit,
yards receiving, McKinney will M_cKinney said. I_thmk a lot to do
have broken three different single with my success this year goes back
season receiving records.
to summer, . because I ":'orked
This past spring, McIGnney set hard:,r than any summer m the
an SCSU baseball record by hitting past.
a season best 12 home runs.
Not many players have C9me to
McKinney's teammate for both SCSU , and started .as a true
the football and baseball squads is fi:eshman, but M~Kinney w~s
junior wide receiver Mike Flanigan. • given the opporturuty to start m
Flanigan
said
the
success 1995.
McKinney
,has
had
so
"Heisoneofveryfewplayersto .

their schedule lias given the team
time to recover from a busy

schedule this season and has
allowed them to get over some

nagging injuries.
''Tli.:Ai=17is>\fiiiliJ:
should be ready to play this

weekend," Copley said. "We have.a
few minor injuries of shin splints

and back problems, but I think were
ready."
Copley says there won't
be any particular _players that she
will rely upon for any of the
games.
"We're
going
to
need
everyone," she said. "Overall,
we're going to just hang in there
and maybe hope for a tie. The
competition this weekend . is
probably the best we're going to see
all year."
Copley said the Huskies will
take a different approach to this
weekend.
"We're going to lay back and be
moi-e defensive," Copley said of the
strategy the Huskies will use. "We
want to win one game, but it's
going to be !ough."
Individual statistics show
sophomore forward Ann Hultgren
has taken over t~e scoring lead for
the Huskies with 18 points (8 goals,
2 assiscs).
Sophoffiore midfielder Paula
Lyson is second in scoring with I 6'
points (7 goals, 2assislS).
Offensive production has also
come from senior midfielder Amy
Jo Johnson, and Junior defensive
players Michelle McGeehan and
Joan Schatzlein all have three
assislS.
First year goaltender Jennifer
Ring has recorded 91 saves
against 162 shots and has
recorded five shutouts this

~

Shane Opatz/PHOTO EDfTOR

Wide receiver Mike McKinney is leaping his way into SCSU
record books on both the football field and.baseball diamond.

~,:inh::/~;e : : i:s~::·:

is not the type of guy that is
going to brag himself up," Flanigan
said. "Inside, he knows what he is
achieving, but he is not going to tell
you about it. He just goes out and
sets things by example."
·
McKinney's name in the

tremendous touchdown catch in
high school, and so far he has
continued to make excellent catches
~ pl~ys for us."

..
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SCSU set to host rival Mankato State
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDliOR

Each year, the rivarly between Mankato State
University and SCSU continues tEI grow, and this
weekend the Husky hockey squad will add fuel
to the fire with a non-conference showdown
with the Mavericks at the National Hockey
Center.
MSU (1·1 overall) is in its secopd year as a
Division I hockey program, and this wee~nd
will mark the first meeting· of the two learns
since the 1992-93 season.
SCSU Head Coach Craig Dahl said the
weekend will present the Huskies (0--2 overall)
with a number of different challenges.
"We don't know anything about. Mankato,"
Dahl said. "Our biggest concern is we have to
worry about our hockey players and worry about
scoring some goals and get our goaltending on

track."

-~
........
.
~"

far has not changed MclGnney as a

pe~:~

"Our team has improved over
the years, but the competition has
grown even more," Copley said
about
the
current
streak
th.at the Huskies have endured.

. ...

scsu

statistks sheel m~y have not
by Rob LaP/ante
apl)eared at SCSU if it were not for
SPORTS EDITOR
the opportunity to play both
Mike McKinney may be making sports.
a lot of noise on the football . field
SCSU Head Coach Noel Martin
thisseason,butifhewerenotonthe said he is happy McKinney is a
SCSU baseball team, the fleet• Husky, · and does not mind_
footed wide receiver may be setting his receiver is hitting 90 mile
school records elsewhere.
per hour fastballs in the spring.
"One of the main reasons I
"As I look back on rily career, I
chose to play for SCSU, is they wanted to play both, so as a player I
offered me a chance to play beth respect that," Martin said. "It
football and baseball," McKinney works out well, because during
said. " I was recruited by teams like spring football practice, he
North Dakota State University and and Flanigan still work out."
Augustana for football, and the
Last season, McKinney. was an
University of Minnesota for All-No'rth Central Conference
baseball,
bui
honorable
none of the
••
mention
in
schools
were ==="4■■~=== both football
interested in me
and baseball.
playing
both
McKinney
sports."
crerutsmostor
Heading into
his
success
this weekend's
this season due
showdown with
to the hard
the University Or
work he put in
North Dakota,
•
t,
this summer.
McKinney has an'
,S tlQ
O
'Tus

by Tyson Jahn

~
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We can't take them lightly, as if they were a secondrate clu.b. .
Mike Maristuen
$CSU SENIOR FORWARD
After a 4-2 exhibition win over Regina, the
Huskies dropped a pair of games to _the
University of Notre Dame last weekend, and
senior forward Mike Maristuen said he is one of
the older players on the team th_at have to step
up.
"In order to succeed, we have to get more out
·of our older players," Maristuen said.
Freshman forward PeterTorsson has chipped
in goals in two of the three games played this

season and sophomore defenseman Tom Lund
leads the team in · scoring with three
poinlS.
"It helps when the young guys score,"
Maristuen said. "But this early, we shouldn't
have to rely on guys like Torsscin to do the
scoring."
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Women's rugby club
advances to tourney
by Sean LaFavor
When most people think of

fegional a bit u·nheralded., The
tournament's field includes teams
-such ' as Penn Staie, Wisconsiri,

rugby, they think Of a bunch of guys'" Ulinois, .Marquette, and -Ohio State.
running around beatirig tl:ie t!}r out , SCSU
is
the
smallest
of each other;

- ~Wh3.t

~

school

mos't: ' people

don't

represented

in

the

tollmament.

realize is women play, rugby
Asked how the team is feeling
as well, and they are as aboµt playing schools -so much
!Ough and ruthle:ss as the bigger .and
perhaps
more
men. , •
experienced,
club
President
In Case you hadn't 'heard, SCSU Kate Sriiiles said. "I'm ·a fittle
does have a .women's rugby scared ·o ( Playing ·'Penn State,
club.
,
they're incredible. They have
They-will be taking part in the paid coaches, they're really
All-Midwest Tournament .comif!g tougfi"
'
up Halloween w,eekend in ·
scsU·s club is not a varsity
Champaign, Illinois, a berth they .
and is 5e!f coached.
,
.
earned by winning the Minneso~
If the Huskies do Well in the All- ·
state tournament.
Midwest tournament, they will
"Everybody's really excited, have the opportunity to play in the
we've never made it this• flir," said Final Four National Championship
senior captain R,enee BUko~itch. next month.
"We've never really placed at the
In the meantime, the team has
All-Minnesota before. We didn't oilc game remaining before the
expect to make it this far.but we're region:fthis-Saturday, _against the
C
.
•
excited, we're : gqing to the All- University ·of Wisconsin-Eau
· Midwest now." Claire, at 11'.00 A.M. at Selke SCSU rugby member Janet Christensen powers through Uof M tacklers in a game played ·recently
_SCSl.J_'s women go into the Field.
• at Selke Field. The women's rugby team named the Black Widows defeated the Gophers 14-0. .

team,

Rival
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M_

.The Mavericks head into this
weekend's series fresh ·off a road .
split againSt the UnivcrS'.ity of
Minnesota-Dulu_\fl.
·
Last Friday, MSU upset the
Bulldogs at . the DECC 2-1.
Saturday night, they gave UMD all
1fley coultfll!ndle"ln a'l "ff defea
Dahl said the Mavericks are in a
similar situation tha! SC~U was in
10 years ago when the Huskies.first
joined the Division 1 rariks.
"We were tough in~our first year
as a D-I team and. won ·1I games
that year," Dahl said.
· The Mavericks hold the aJl-time
series lead Over the Huskies 46-255, but this weekend will lllark the
first meeting between the two te'affis
as Division I schools.
Maristuen-said the Huskies have
io treat these games as if it were a
Western
Collegiate
Hockey
~AssOCiation.contest. "We can't take them lightly, as if
they were it secoiid-rate Club,"
Maristuen said: "Judging ffUm the
past weekend, they beat Duluth, so
we know 'they can play." ...
· In 1he Mavericks' t-1 win,
·senior .goaltender Oes Chrisopher
picked _up the wiri stopJ)ing 36
Shots. Junior winger Tyler Deis and
sophomore center Aaron Fox paced
MSU offensively, each scoring
three points in the series.
'. 'We are looking forwar,d to .se:;e_
how . they are," Maristuen said. "I
am Sure t!ley will have some fan
support here and down the line I am
sure it will tum.- out to be a .good
rivalry."
Dahl said" he plans to continue
rotating goalies early on. Friday, he
plans on starting seni()r Brian Leitza
and Saturday - qight, sop!Jomore
ScOtt Meyer will start.
"We need goaftending," Dahl
~said. •The first month is not life or
death. If we sweep; great. If we getswcpt, we will just have to keep an
eyen •kiel on things." _
·
Saturday's game will mark..the
".:-- first of six games beiilg televised
live on UPN channel 9.
Friday and Saturday's g_atnes are·
scheduled t_o begin at. 7:05 p.m. at
the National Hockey Center.
0

in_nesota pro spqrts .inJ·e_op_ardy___~

Remember whell Chuck Knobtauch was
complaining he wa,nted to leave Minnesota for a
contender? ·
'
Well, noW it lcioks like the wl!ole Twins
organization is following suit, apparently

However, the Twins have fallen on tough
times; and the last two seas9ns have been far
from the caliber of baseball played 9uring those
championship seasons. But what about loyalty? '
Fans throughoUt the nation are whinin·g

t~~~wi~~ baseball
'l!.....~are~do~wn~foll!,~an!l!o!e
'llll!
am
,'l,a
i!
c~~~l~..:n,'llet~:~t!!fo!.J~
!!!J~w
illan
l!l.

-

1"
,

·After a panel's vote on Wednesday, that
<projected the legislature

~f~~i~ :~~\:\ase

,

FROM 1HE

stadium, the-future of
CHFAP SEATS
professional baseball
here looks bleak,
causing concern oq both
sides of the- Issue.
First, the public.
Twins owner Carl
Pohl ad wants a new
stadium, and he wants
tax dollars to help fund
it - well, only $250
million of it.
-~ The fans say no, an<I _
BY KERRY
with some good ·
CoLLINs
reasons. The best bei!lg
that the taxpayers wiU
more thatl likely be footed with the bill for the
expansion hockey team coming to Minnesota.
But look at how quickly a town can tum its
back on a team. Wasn't it only six years ago
that the Twins brought home their second World
Series title in five years?
·
If this vote would have been happening in
1992, the result would have been a resounding
and probably unani'rnous 'yes,' in favor of a
multi-million dollar complex.

The reason the Twins are losing money is .
they do not have the caliber pla}'ers_they once
did. No one was complaining about money loss
·when they were winning pennants and
,._
remaining a contend~r.
n'"e~ceill
ss!\,.;;,!ll.~;'!l!·~ee/ll~~
onl,Je~i,ll~
~s-.1:~go,~:~
.p,::y//ih!il-~i?
.'an
,-·, -

to make an effort to keep the team. Instead, fans'
just hope the issue will be resolved without any

now they are going to
of it.
,
·

~~~

G~\~~:e!:t:i~e~e~~l~ze:~~e~in

!~~~!-~:-;,:~

:~~n~w:: f~~~~=-ner as .
The owner's juSt want to make money, like ,
·anybody else invcilved in a spend}' business
ventµre, so they' will try to go tO any lcrlgth
tJiey can to keep the profits on the increase.
But wl_lere does the line get drawn between
necessity and the absurd?
Isn't the Metrodome a fairly young stadium?
It might not be the greatest thing to look at, b~t
it is a stadium, and it docs th~ job it~ supposed
to~ prov:jdc' an adequate venue for sporting ~
· events.
,
The otlly problem for Pohlad is that lhere is
not enough luxury boxes, or corporate seating,
the things that make ·the really big bucks.
But it is not like the.Metrodome is falling
apart, or that the stadium needs some mega~
-renovations._
Art ModeII in Clev._eland had a big
complaint, because he had to pay fOr all of.the_
renovations to Cleveland Staditim, with the city
of Cleviland promising him a neW venue to
replace the dinosaur of a facility.
After getting the run-around for several
years, he took off for a more lucrative deal in Baltimore.. Butlhat's 'not happening in
Minnesota

lose Knoblauch because

iri\portance to the franchise.
,
If the Twins want to make money, they
- should go out and sign somebody, trade for
somebody, or do som~thing with smoke and
mirrors to at least m~e it look like they are ~
shoo'ting for ~mething better than a good draft
pick.
'
After this whole Twins llless is settled, the
problem of 1he Vikings is right around the
comer.
Should the state pay for on~ and iose the
other? Is there a feasible way fo keep both of
them] .
,
_
IC.the teams would agree on a multi-purpose
facility (wait, they aJready have one), or realize
that the Metrodome is sufficient, 'then there •
would not be a problem:
- But the decision js now left up to the fans.
Minnesota is in a very critical stage for
professional sports and the fans should not just
l>e tiappy to be getting hockey team back, '. . .
because they could end up losing the Twiris ·and
the Vikings.
·
Don't tum your back on your teams, because
- once they leave it's never really the same.
Remem?Cr the North Stars?

a

McKinney-PAGE 9
In th~ , Huskies' · first seven catc.hes it, he has. the ability _to do
gameS, McKinney leads the tea'm in som~thing with it"
receptions (42),_ TeCciving yards
McKinney said the new
{785), ,touchdowns -(7) and has· offensive scheme this season
br6ken several receptions fq:r of concentrating on the passing
Jouchdowns,
ga~ has_helped his game.
In Saturday's Homecoming win,
"I ihink the fact the offense has· c.
McKinriey
broke 'free
for Opted to throw the ball this year has
touchdown receptions of 48 and 77 helped my game," McKinne)" said.
yards. ~
_
...;.:: "In'the past, we were--known as a
'ThereisnoquestionMikehas runningteam,so.alotofmysucccss
has .an amazing gift to catch -the hiis to do with opportunity."
·football,'~ Martin said. "Once he
With the Huskies losing_ two-

time Harlon Hill fin ; iist Ril.ndy for everyone that has asked me
Maitin, Flanigan said McKinney is that question, I would be rich,"
asbigofanimpactplaycr. '
hi! said. ."Each spOrt presents
·~He is definitely one of the top di'fferent challenges, so the reason
receivers in the NCC,"- A~igan · I am playing two · sports is
said. ''The big thing for us is · because I like both Of them.''
he-still has- another year left.''
s
McKinney and th(;'? fluskies will
McKinney -has one .year have a s.howdown Saturday with
of football left,'-- _but ~.still has the University of North Dakota.
two years left op the baseball te3m:
''Y{e all realize every game
When asked · if _ McKinney from liow on is going to be theprefers one sport over the other, he biggest ga·me · o( the season," he
quickly replied, "If I had a quarter said.
'
·
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
NCC Focmw.L--- 1997NCC 5/a,1dittgf
Nebr.1ska-Omaha ... ,
North D-.ikotaSUte

4-L.,
•.. .4-L

Overall
6-1
. .. 6-1

NonhD-.1kota....

.. . 4-L

...... ;..1

Team

NO:

Nebraska-Omaha 31, South Dakota SI:. 21

SouthDakOlaatAugustana, 1,3(lp.m

NorthernColor:ido .. .... 4-1... . . . ... . $-2

St.Cloud State ......... 3-2....

...f3
Sooth Dakota ........... B
... 4-3
Mankato S1a1e ..... ... . .. 2-3.. .......3-4
Au1,'I.ISlana .............. l-4....
. 3-4

Sooth Dakota Sb1e....

1-4

Morning.side. ..

<Vi

2-4
...0-7

5flomhtv Oct 18 rtmlis
SL Cloud SL 43, Augustana 28
SouthDakoia22,MomingsideO
North Dako!a St. 31, North Dakota 10
Northern Colorado 31, Mankato St. 0

=-

&my vs. St. Ooud St. ac Florida Tourney

~
St. Cloud St. at North Dakoia, I p.m.
Morningside at Mankato Slate, I p.m.
North Dakota St m South Dakota Sc., I p.rn
N<:b.-Omaha at Northern Colorado, 2 p.m

199ZNCC9andb,gs
Team

NCC

Northern Colorado ....... .3--0...
St. Ooud.State ......... 1-2....
MankatoStlte ..
.. ... 1-L
North Dakota State .. .. .0-3

Overall
io-2-l

6-7-l

.. .S-8--0

NCCVouna.w.-

·

l22ZNCC,5randinrs
Tt:am
NCC
Overall
Nebr.c;ka-Ornaha ....... 10-1..
!7.{i
NOfthir.1kotaSta1e . . . 8--2 ....... L9--4
Souch Dakou Stace . ..... .7•2 ........ 19-5
NoohemColor.ldo .......8--3 .......... 14-8
Augustan.a ........ .. .... .. 6-3. ........... 19--6
Mankato State.
..5-<i... ......8--11
Southlh°k..:<a .......... 3-8.
.6-18
Morningside ............. 3-8
..9-14
NOfthDakota..
.. 2--fl.....
9-14
St. CloudSwc:....
. .0-11. . ... 4--20

4-9{)
~

~

Lynnvs.St.C~dSt.atFloridaToumey

NOfth Dakota at St. Cloud St.. 5 p.m
NOfthem Colorado at Augustana, 7 p.m.

Neb.--Qmahaat':iouthD·J.kOl:aSl..7 p .m
North DakOOI St at Mankato St. 1 p.m
SouthD-.1kotaa1Moming.side.(NC)

Wisconsin ...............0-0..
...0-0-0
St.Cloud.State .............. 0-0 .. · ....... v0.2-0

~

~
Mankato St. at SL Cloud SL 7,05 p.n1
Minilesota at Minnesota-Du luth 7:05 p.m
Colorado College vs. St. Lawrence 5:00 p.m
No,themC.oloradoatSouthD-J.koia I p.m.
New Hampshire at Alaska AnchorJge
10,0Sp.m.

North Dakota St. ac St.Cloud St., 5 p.m
North Dakou at Mankato St., 5 p.m
Neb,-Omaha al Augustana, 7 p.m
NorthernColoradoatS. DakotaSt., 7p.m
SouthDakocaatMorffi.ngside,(NC)

WCHA HOCUY- == =
1921 WCHA 8qndfnrs
T=

WOIA
Overall
Michigan Tech ..
0-0
2-0-1
Minnesota
.0-0
1-1-0
Min□eso!a•Duluth ....
0-0.....
1-1-0
AlaskaAnch{)f;l!,>e
0-0
• ,.... 0.1-1
ColoradoC>llege .
..0-0 ··· ···· ..0-0-0
Denver..... .. .. . . . . .. 0-0... .......0-0-0
North Dakota ..
..0-0 •· •···· •··· 0-0-0

~

-

Mankato St ac St. Cloud SL, 1:05 p.m.
Minnesota ac Minn<:001..,..Du!uth, 7:05 p.m.
Michigan Tech at Denver. 7:35 p.m
New Hampshire ac Alaska Aochor.tge,
7:05p.m.
CokirJdo College vs. Maine or St. Thomas
University, 4 p.m. or 7 p.m. @ JC Penney
Clas.sic,Orono,ME
~

Michigan Tech at Denver 7:05 p.m

The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 1998
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
~:

litijij@uiJufil

Gain international experience " '
'

• Have an excellent command of the English language
• Obtain abachelor's degree by June 30, 1998
• Be aU.S. citizen
• Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year

;, ,

·

if ·

,.

Contact the Consulate General ol Japan at Olympia Center, Suite 1000
737NorthMIchIganAvenue, Chicago, IL6D611

Call (312) 280 0430 or 1·800·1NFO~ET

rlsSf1S~fflfJ-Wt

Testing_

Required for Math 130, Math
131 and Math 133 ,
Test Days

Time

Place

'Thurs, Oct.' 23
Fri, Oct. 31
. Wed, Nov. 5
Fri, Nov. 7
'Thurs, Nov. 13
Wed, Nov. 19

4J>.m.
lp.m.
11 a.m.
lp.m.

ECC-130
ECC-130
ECC-110
ECC-130
ECC-130
ECC-110

4P·"?·
12p.m.

Work as a Temporary. Tal<e Cuswmer
Orders Over the phone at Fingerhut.
Kelly Services signs your
check I
Assign·ment starts nowl

Students Remember:
• Picture ID
• Arrive at least 5
minutes before testing time
• Test takes
approximately one hour
• Calculators will not be used
• Appointments are not
necessary

"'If students enrolled in Math

131 or Math 133
without having taken the assessment test, their
enrollment will be administratively deleted.

• $7.50 per hour
Weekly Perfect Attendence/Performance Bonus 1 Extra $1.00 per houri
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SCSU Students Spend
130 MILLION DOLLARS IN ST. CLOUD

Want Some.?

390 Fourth Avenue Soulh, 252-6!83

CELEBRATING 70 ·yEAAS OF
Cmrus MIN15TRY Kr SCS\J

- -

00

BulLDING DEDICTflON
Sunday, October 26
11 a.m. Worship
Rev. Richard Magnus (SCSU '66)
ELGA Division of Outreach Director, preacher

-

!.

r

all R"
est
0

p

E

s

u

0

H

N

E

Sunday, October 26, 1997
11 a.m. to 3 p.m,

J;~
~'\.../

.

Other Comin9 Events:

Worship at 11 a.m. on Sundays

November 2 - All Saints' Sunday
November 9 - ELCA Bishop Stanley
Olsen, preacher

/

;~~ l(t?cc G-r(~ -.c/V\(c

Join.. us as we cdcf1rnt'e
50 years of lifdong
learning opportu11itit:s!

London $27 3 .
Paris $286

FeaturcJ events fo r the
J ay include:
• · Music.ii cutcrtainmcnt
• Meet Our faculty
and swff
• "Oktoberfest"
refreshnicnts
• Fun anJ gamcsr

.. an Jose. Co1ta Ric~·
$246.

Sf. CLOUOTECI-INlCAL

COLLEGE

Auckland

I

9

8

.f.

•

1

9

9

$538

,., . , -•-,---,.•n-.

(;olden Oppv!lunilics

::=,E:•3:-;:"'::.:.::::. ··"";;---:".

.:,::::·:.:..'":"'.::.."'!.:-...- '"'"..!:.~-"':"'".

8

A Ministry of the ELCA SelVing SCSU and the Surrounding Com01u11ity

KVSC881FMP
.
roeram GUl·de
Time

MondaY

I Tuesday

5:30-6am

Wedne~ylThursdayl Friday

Saturday

6:00 am
7:00 am

FRETS

MORNING SHOW
8:00 am

KVSC presents a comfortable
morning show filled with music,
news, sports, and weather.

9:00 am
10:00am

FOLK
AND

OIi ~
lllfF
MZ

I

1:00 pm

THE BIG
SHOW
WITHOUT

PROGRESSIVE ROCK
Perfect to listen to at work, school
or home. Requests are welcome

2:00 pm
3:00 pm
4:00 pm

6:00 pm

A

~ T Dl~R£.ION9.. COUNTERSPIN
AN!SHINAB~
INEWEWIN
AM~RfCAl'l

INDIANMUSIC

M

8:00 pm

~~u

9:00 pm

LOCAL&
MN MUSIC

r.+ONOtJtlGHT

NAME

>-REGGAE
SUNSPLASH

NEWS EDITION .....----.

7:00 pm

10:00pm

~

TRADITIONAL

MORNING SHOW

NEWSWATCH •· Comprehensive News Hour

5:00 pm

ECLECTIC
BREAKFAST

BLUEGRASS
TltRMG
MUSIC

-·

JAZZ EDITION

11:00am
12:QQpm

Sunday

BLUES BEFORE SUNRISE

ffJ~~D~RTS

-

BEAT

MODERN

TRIP'.HOf' &
ACIDJAll

SISTERS

FEMALE
ARTISTS
~~,

NEWS -

News, weather and information, plus an
eclectic mix of jazz, blue.s, reggae,
classic rock, and folk.

WOR~D FEATURES
BEAT~

ALTERNATIVE

,____!L_

W!lOLE

Crispy WITA
Bacon BLUES
New !Jusic

URBAN

INVASION

HIP HOP
RAS

-=•

GJ? ANITE CITY
J?OCK CAFE
AltemativeRockof
the 1o·s, 80's & 90's

CLASSIC
ROCK &
ROLL

ALTERNATIVE ROCK

11:00pm
LPOFTHE

wm

FEATURED ARTIST SPOTLIGHT (11 :00 TO 12:00) c~i~fA~~K

12:00am
1:00 am

TECHNO DOME

PROGRESSIVE
ROCK

~Gr?ANlf£
CITY
l?OCK

DEAD A I R

CLASSIC

GRATEFUL

ROCK &

DEAD MUSIC

CArE

2-5:30am

INSOI\/TNIA

HEAVEN

ROLL

.
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Ricochet:
one man's Tire changed
by another man's bullet
mouth did his friend realize this
·was not an act.

by Ellen Rock
Four 17-year-old boys. four .22caliber rifles and four excited

trigger fingers.
The perfec1 combination for
disaster. Trouble that is all too real
for Peter Reineck, an SCSU
sophomore.
On Oct. 9, 1995, Reineck and
three of his high school buddies
decided to go squirrel hunting in the
wooded fields of his friend's

farm.
None of them had hunted before
and were using their fathers' guns.
It was going to be an innocent way
to release frustrations.
After all, they were
smart kids wi th good
common sense, right?
Wrong.
It was dusk and
drizzling
without
a
squirrel in sight. Water
puddles had formed in the
ruts ofth etractortrailsthe
boys were following.

Reineck

managed

to

stay

conscious as his three frantic
friends carried him about 100 feet
to the car and drove him to the
hospital three miles away.
' One of the bullets had
ricocheted off a puddle at about a
45-degrec angle and struck him in
the back an inch away from his
spinal cord.
It punctured his left lung but ·
missed all of his major arteries and
the
veins
running
to
his heart. The bullet was left in his
l~ng ·~o encapsulate itself in scar
tissue.

are geared to inform a young hunter
of
fireann
safety,
hunter
responsibilities,
wildlife
management, game care, survivaJ
and first aid tipS:.
The four amateur hunters would
have also learned tips for
r_esponsible shooting.
OControl the direction of your
firearm's muzzle. •
Oldentify your target and what
is beyond it.
OBe sure the barrel and action
are clear of obstructions and
you have only ammunition of the
proper size for the fireann you are
canying.
ONever climb a fence or tree, or
jllmp a ditch or log, with
a loaded firearm.
□Never
shoot a
bullet at a flat, hard
surface or water.
These tips taken
from the North CentralHunter
Education
Manual may seem
simple but are necessary
when the excitement or
boredom of ~ a hunt
turns into dangerous
curiosity.
In 1966, firearm
accidents were at an alltime high with about 45 injuries or
deaths per 100,000 hunters.
This statistic dropped to below .
30 injuries or deaths per 100,000
hunters with the beginning of the
hunter safety classes in 1967.
During the 1990s, accidents have
decreased to the low teens per
100,000.
"Hunting is no longer appealing
· to me," Reineck said. '1 can' t even
pick up a gun anymore. I don't
blame anyone for the accident but
myself for not being educated
before letting my curiositf get the
best of me."
To further prevent accidents
through the hunter safety programs
call the Dept. of Natural Resources
at6/2-296-6/57.

Hunting is no longer
appealing to me. I can't even
P.fck uP. a gun anynwre.

- - - '::.t:ho:'-1llllughl.sn<x:""'&--_=c=,:.-

into the mud and causing
Peter Reineck
it to splash up on each
SOPHOMORE
other would be a fun way
to pass the time until it got
too dark, and they had to
return home.
"Everyone always tells me how
Reineck and one of his friends lucky I am for surviving the
grew tired of this sport and started accident," Reineck commented. " I
off toward the car. The other two say that I am unlucky for getting
boys lagged behind continuing the shot in the first place."
game by aiming at puddles ahead
A class on hunter safety may
of them but behind the two have changed thi s luck - good or
leaders.
bad - for Reineck and his three
'They're getting too close to us friends.
with those bullets," Reineck said. _ The teenagers were hunting
'The next time they shoot pretend illegally.
yougothitandgodown."
Noneofthem hadcompletedthe
Bang.
•
hunter safety course required . for
On cue, Reineck dropped to his persons 12 and older.
knees coughing and choking. He
· They also had not bought
tried to stand up and run to the car hunting licenses because to do so
but went down again.
one must show the hunter safety
He had been hit.
education cenificate proving he or
But, ii was only when blood she passed the class.
started coming out of his nose and
Hunter Safety education classes

Shane Opall/PHuro mrroR

Peter

some friends were hunting

Reineck · has a tattoo
surrounding a scar caused

illegally. It punctured his
left lung and missed his spinal

by a .22-caliber (long shell)
bullet. Reineck was htt by a
bullet after it ·ricocheted off a
mud puddle while he and

The bullet is still in Reineck's
body- tt is embedded in scar

SCSU

sophomore

cord, major arteries and veins.
tissue in the lung:

Play explores '70s life, love, sex
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

The play "Beyond Therapy" is currently
taking audiences back to a time of sexual
exploration - the 1970s.
The bedroom farce involves the somewhat
twisted relationships of therapists and their
patients. The romance, however, is not what
theater-goers may expect. It involves
homosexuals, heterosexuals, bisexuals and
the sexually frustrated.
"Beyond Therapy" is not only freshman
Ryan Friedland's first SCSU play, it is also
his first experimental play.
"It's a different feeling to be able to say
four letter words on stage,'' said Friedland,
wfio plays Andrew, a gay waiter.

Friedland said the cast practiced a
minimum of two hours a night with director
Brenda Wentworth.
All .the practice paid off for him, though,
by helping him really get into the head of his
chara.cter, someone he . describes as a
gentleman by day and a bad boy by, night.
"If you practice enough, you'll eventually
become that character," he said. "For
the 20 minutes I'm on stage, I am Andrew."
When he steps off the stage, however,
there are some glaring dissimilarities between
Friedland and Andrew. Friedland is neither
gay, nor a waiter. He has also never been in
the situation Andrew is in.
While Friedland's character has a
somewhat small part, he is vital to the play in
an unexpected way. Andrew's motives are

revealed by the end, .said Friedland, after
several plot twists.
"It really gets funnier and more
unexpected as the plot unwinds," he
commented.
Friedland admitted that the farce may
shock a few people, however, with its sexual
situations and adult language. But on the
other hand, those may also be
the reasons people will attend.
"You have to be somewhat open-minded
to enjoy it," the actor said. "But you also have
to be a little close-minded:'
Another aspect of "Beyond Therapy" that
may be just as shocking are the realistic
costumes. 'The cast is draped in polyester from simple dresses to complete leisure suits
taken right from the disco era.

"I think the costumes ·are downright
hilarious,'' said Friedland. 'They really add a
sexual navor."
According to Friedland, however, the
audience will have to look past the sexual
situations and the costumes to get the real
meaning of the play.
He said it is all about finding love iri the
'70s.
·
Ultimately, he guarantees everyone will be
able to relate to the story in some way and be
entertained by the situations of the
characters.
"Beyond
Therapy,"
wriuen
by
Christopher Durang, is playing through
Saturdtiy in the Pe,fonning Ans Center.
The show starts at 8 p.m on the are/Ill
stage. There is adult content and situations.
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University Village Townhomes'
Openings for the 1997-1998 school year

Four bedroom townhomes for individual or
groups up to four.
Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
wilh three trips per hour to SCSU
Features Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heated Swimming Pool
Sand Volleyball Court
Free Parking/Outlets
Heat and Water Paid
Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
Ceiling [<ans in Bedrooms
Keyed Bedroom Locks
Microwave/Dishwasher
Air Conditioning
Large Storage Room
Frost eree Refrigerator
Laund1y Facilities
Vending Machines
Individual Leases
·Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

or, .
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Advrsers will be avaifable in
.. BB 123
i
aam4pm st~rting.Oct:ober .27

For Adult Housing at Its Best, Call 252-2633

... a place to belong.

:.

-

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:30 P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A.M., 11 :15 A.M . S 8 P. M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION : 251-3261
OFFICE: 251-3260

We need writers.
Come to a huddle
Every Monday and Wednesday
@ 4:30 p.111. in Stewart Hall 13

Classifieds""'""'

Th11n,d :., y , {)lh, h Lr 23 , 1997 .

I

Housing

$$$$$EFFICIENCIES:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - $200-summer, $275-fall. Off-street
parking, $15. Call 259-4841.
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdnn. eff. apts. Call 259-4841~
1 & 2 BDRM. APT.
Plug-ins $2plgarages $35.
$370-$445/Mo. includes heat,
water, garbage & parking. Located
1 BDRM.APT.
subleaser needed $370/month on bus line, on-site laundry, mini9/mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on blinds. Call today 654-~300.
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
WANT A PLACE OF YOUR OWN
water, garb.39e, P,arking included.
large 1 bdrm. $370/mo. O~-street
·Call 654-1854.
parking with plug-ins. Heat, water,
garbage included. Low security
3 SINGLE ROOMS
in a 3-bdrm. apt., in a house. depostt. 255:3300_
Laundry, no pets. 253-5340.
$200 DEPOSIT WILL HOLD
_ YOUR APT.
1 BDRM. EFFICIENCY APT.
1,
2,
3 & 4-bdnn. apt. Large baths,
in a house: Private bathroom and
k~chen. No pets. Parking 253-5340. spacious closets, basic utili.
included. Call 654-8300 for more
info.
SINGLE ROOM CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
West Campus Apts. Located by
Halenbeck. $185/mo. Includes basic to share huge double room for fall
quarter,
non-smoker. Call Greg 267util. 255-8300.
3291 or255-1274.
HOUSE FOR RENT:
7-bdrrn. house across from campus.
- Available Sept. 1. Call Pat 255958(;.
.
$185/MONTH FOR fALL ·97
single room in large 4-bdnn. apt.
basic cable, DW, micro. On bus line.
HIGH POINT APT. 259-9673.

~~t~:~
o~~~;

___rnot_ you~

-

I

A~~5/m~n!h.

~:~;
Mce~~:fu'S\~ne,:;~~e
to campus and downtown. Call 2599673.
\

.3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM.
APT.
in a house. Laundry, no pets. 253-

5340.
$100 OFF'1ST MONTH'S RENT
1 & 2 bdrm. apt. Heat, wat.er,
garbage and parking included. Mini '
~~~~;J~ge rooms, on bus line.

VAILABbE-;--,.

•Deadline: Monday at noon for ThL_Irsday's edition and noon friday for .M.onday's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. S!x (6) words constitutes t.'YO lines: $2.
• dassifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. N~tices are free and run according to the amount of space.
For more information, call B;.enda Herubin, Class.ifieds Manager, available at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds:
ROOM AVAIL.
in 4-bdrm. house, 12/1. Util. pd.,
$225/mo. plus dep. 202-9598,
Chad.
·
IMMEDIATELY AND WINTER
QUARTERS
SGLS/DBLS, 3 & 4-bdnn. apts. Free
parking. Dan 255-9163.
SUB-LEASE SPECIALS
m/1, SGLS/OB~S. )n house and
apts., campus neighborhood.
Severa! locations. Dan 255-9163.
2 bdrm. a~:.N:~.Ns~~~~d. On bus
line $390 • $420. Heat pd. Junct.
Hwy. 10 & 23. Avail. 10/23, 11/1 .
Dan 255-9163.

~::t

$370/MO. 1-BDRM. APT.
$200 deposit, low app. fee, Includes
heat, water & garbage. S.E. location
on bus line. On-site laundry. 6548300.

AFFORDABLE
1 & 2 bdrm. apts. $370-$455. S.E.
location on bus line. $100 off 1st
month's rent Low security deposit.
255-8300.

ROOMS STARTING AT $190/MO.
includes washer & _dryer, garbage
removal, water. Located 3 blocks
lrom SCSU. Call 253-0873 or (612)295-4084. Off-street parking.

1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
close 'to SCSU, heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Property, 251-8284,
or 251-9418.

4-BDRM : APT. $295/MO.
June, July and Aug. Basic cable
included, micro., OW, NC, miniblinds, High Point Apartments, 2599673.
-

2-BDRM. $425/MO.
Forest View apts. S.E. ]ocation Cin
Campus Clippper bus .line. On-site
laundry. Heat. water, garbage &
parking/plug-in included. 654-8300.

2-BORM. APT.
$495/mo. includes heat, water and
garbage. On Campus Clipper bus
line. Large rooms, spacious closets,
on-site laundry. ~54-8300.

FEMALES TO SHARE 4 BDRM.
APTS.
close · to SCSU, heat pd., OW,
intercom entry. Call 251-6005.
2-BDRM.
in' 4-plex by Ha/enbeck Hall.
Summer/fall. Call 251·8941.

LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with private bathroom and NC for
the student. Utilities included~ 706
6th Ave. S. 252,9226.

SHARED RENTAL
4-bdrm. townhomes, with pool,
v.olleyball, by SCSU. Available
utilities and cable included. Clean, · immediately, 252 "2633·
quiet. 259-9434.
1 STOP SHOPPING
we have several 1, 2, 3 & 4-bdnn.
FEMALE
apts. for fall 1997. Several different
private room in spacious' 4-bdrm.
floor plans and amenities. If 'you
apt. near SCSU. Heat pd., parking,
need fall 1997 housing -WE HAVE
laundry, OW EPM 251-6005.
IT!!- Call today. ljve are currently
showing.all apartments. Choose the
1 BDRM. APTS.
size and style and see it today! Gall
avail. 12/1. $310 - $360, heat pd. 654-8300.
Near Coborn's/0.T. Dan 255-9163.

J ROOM EFFICIENCY

SINGLE ROOMS
$185/mo., close to campus, offstreet parking. Low security deposit.
Heat, water, garbage & cable
included. Kris 259-9673.
PRIVATE ROOM FOR MALE.
in 3-bdrm. house. 259-9434.

2 OR 3 BDRM. APT.
for winter quarter. Ask for Brenda
202-1080.
NEED ROOMMATE IN 4 BDRM.
HOUSE
near SCSU, $200/mo. plus utilities.
Call Dawn after 6 p.m. at 320-2854875.
LEAVING THE DORMS??
1 and 2 bdnn. apts. Available Dec.
1. Close to campus. Heat, laundry,
parking included. Also on the bus
line. 255-8300.
ROOMS STILL AVAIL. FOR RENT
$175- $225/mo., heat, water, and
parking pd. Call Jason for more info.
251-6518.

~

_ __,B,_,E,,
A,,
cH,.,W
e;O
;.,O
.,D,____ __ - _-~s~.
~U~B-~L~E-AS~EccR_S_N"'E"'ED"JcccD~
- large ~ingle roor:ns. Als? 1 2-bdrrn~-~1C~bo~~~~-.
p~~' 1$3~~a~ ~l~s~inr~e c~:~~·- g~~~a~d.Eq~~
apts. on bus line. Riverside 251 • $360. Dan 255-9163.
Investments Ltd., 203-7789.
9418, or251 -8284.
.

~

LARGE 1 BDRM. APT.
for rent near SCSU. Call Matt or
Char after 5 p·.m. 253-5787.
DUPLEX 2ND FLOOR
4 bdrms. Avail. now. Dan 255-9163.

Chronicle/15

Policies:

1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
quiet building. 12-month lease only.
Call 240-9483.

MALE TO SHARE 4 BDRM. APT.
new carpet and paint, heat _pd.,
close to c_ampus. EPM 251-6005.

L )

CHARLAMAINE APTS.
1997 best choice. Across from
SCSU. Attractive, clean, quiet,
smok~-![ee, well cared-for building
with classic ·design. New unit and
common-area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sundecks,
whirlpools, spa, DW, ana micros.
Call 240-0234 to take a look
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rents. Short-term leases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.
.CAMPUS EAST
large 4 bdrms. with two full baths.
Extra storage. OW, garages,
security. Heat pd. Results, 2530910.
ONE BDRM. OF 4 BDRM. APT.
$235/mo. Applia'nces, heat included.
Immediate occupancy. Campus
Management, 3_20-251-1814.

SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdnn units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat pd. Results
Property Management. 253-0910.
2-BDRM. APTS.
1 block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bdnn. 253-1154,
Select Prop.

For Sale
TOYOTA COROLLA 1986
good gas mileage and excellent
heater. Only 86m. 5 spd., asking
$2000, .or b/o. Call Scott, 685-4448.

1989 HYUNDAI EXCEL

~~t~~~sgr~~~~lts2:~;~~'.
formore info. Asking $600.

1985 OLDS CIERA
new fuel pump and liltE!r, fuel line,
PRIVATE ROOMS
and carburator. Good winter car.
in 4-bdrm. apts. Close to campus for , $900 or b/o. Call 240-8760.
summer and fall. Includes heat, DW,
micro., AJC; mini blinds, laundry.
1987 AWO FORD TEMPO
Yearly rates available. Campus
white, 4·d_r., no rust, runs good,
.Quarters, 575 7th St. S. 252-9226
clean and well kept. $1700, can
Megan at 255-3439.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
CHEVY CAVAILIER 1982
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual 49m., original miles, 4-dr., auto.
1eases, $200/$235/mo. each. Call Good condition, $1100. Call 255252-2633.
2439.
SINGLE ROOMS
1 bdrm. apt., close to campus. Call
Select Properties, 253-1154.
1 BDRM.APT.
sub!easer needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site · 1aundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.
OLYMPIC II
3 - 4 bdnns. Near Hockey Center.
4-bdrm. split units wlth two full
baths. DW, micros., security,
garages, and ports. Heat paid.
Results, 253-091 O.
4 BDRM.APT.
avail. Oct. 1 or earliest. Located on
N. 3rd St. Close to Crossroads
Shopping Center, on bus line .
$600/mo. Call 259-1500 Jon.
STATE VIEW
4 bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, DW, micros., security.
Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.
WINDSOR WEST
4 bdnn. Units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. DW, micros., security. Heat
paid. Results, 253-0910.

-, 1988 DODGE OMNI
106m., ps, pb, air, auto, am/Im. Very
clean, $1200. Ca/1253-7'.624.
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PARKING AVAIL
Personals
1' block from campus, $15/mo. Call
Select Properties, 253-1154.
JESUS AN!YSATAN ARE
PRETEND
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
(Gen. 35: 10) Biblical God said to
Jacob, "Thy name is JaQOb; thy · from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
name shall not be called any more repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free (1)
Jacob, but Israel shall be thy·name: 800-218-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
·
and he called his name Israel. current listings.
"(Gen. 46:2) God spoke unto Israel
in the visions of the night, and said,
CAMPUS ALCOHOLICS
"Jacq_b, Jacob. And Jacob said,
ANONYMOUS
"He're I am.~The Bible is a lie.;Tllose has a new meeting time. Now
who threaten others with · infinite Mondays at 3 p.m. Newman Center,·
torture are terrorists (e.g. clergy). Classroom C. ·
Dare to question all religion. Atheism
is true.
FUND-RAISING:
Na~onal Hockey Center has fundraising options avail. for clubs on
,
God loves the people of this ca.mpus. Earn $ for deaning up
world so very much tt,at he gave me, building after,. events. For info., ·
his only s011, so that those who put ~tact Jeff, at 255-3327.
their trust in me shall have eternal
life and shall never die.
DISTINCTIVE RESUMES
- Jesus of Nazareth student packages. 240-2355.
9

Attention

TYPING.
fast, _accurate, professional. Call
240-2355.

SPEECH COMM. CLUB
HALLOWEEN PARTY
Oct. 30, 8 p.m. at -Geez Bar. $5
snacks ·and .bev., prizes for · best
costumes. Questions, call Renee at
251-5579.

FREE CASH GRANTS!
College, scholarships, business,
medical bills. Never repay. Toll free
1-800-218-9000.

SEIZED CARS EARN $750-$1500/WK.
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
raise all the money your group Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
needs by sponsoring a VISA Jeeps, 4W0s. Your Area. To!I ~ree
fundraiser on your campus. No 1-800-218-9000 . Ext. A-3883 •lor
investment & very little time needed. current listings.
There's no obligation, so why not call . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
for info_ today. Call 1-S00-323-8454
SPRING BREAK"98
X95.
Cancun, Mazatlan from $389. Info.
Call 1-S00-446-8355.
www.sunbreaks.com. ·

FREE T-SHIRT +$1000credit card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up' to
$1000 by ·earning a wh9pping $5/
VISA application. Call 1-800-932~sc~tee;~E~\-s~~~~-fied callers
SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 liight$· in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts.. (800) 366·
4786. http://www.mazexp.com
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
Germain St., Suite ·20s, St.
Cloud.
· TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbefs, a·ll cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and · all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

Employment
CARETAKER TEAM
S.E. side student housing COmplex.
Partial rent credit for 2-bdrm. apt. for
c~retaking and snow removal
duties. 654-8300.
MONEY
~ew fast growing comp. is looking
for · self motivated people w/
leadership qualities to hell)
expansion. Will train. Flex. hrs·.
(612) 556-472,'.

Thursday, ·October 23, 1!J97
DISTRICT 742 COMMUNITY
SCHOOLS
is hiring part-time schooi bus
drivers for the 1997-98 school year.
Starting wage: $8.58 per hour and
benefits. Variety of routes a~d
hours available. · Paid training
period. Shuttle service to SCSU
EARN MONEY
provided. Must be well organized
OQ y~r own time schedule selling
with a good driving record. Call
~dvertising !Or area's unique, in- 253-9370 or apply at 628 Roosevelt
depth, quality feature newspaper. . Rd.
St Cloud Un-abridged. Call 3634525.
HELP WANTED
at the Municipal Athletic Complex.
Work on our hockey game/ event
staff. Flexible houffi. Call 255-7223
or stop at· the MAC and fill out an
appL - 5001 8tli St N., 131. Gloud.
Appl. being taken until Nov. 3: .

COACHES
gymnastics coaches needeO for
skilled high school gymnastics
team.. Contact Bill Nielsen, activities
director, at Sauk Rapids High
Schoo) (320) 202-6325. ,'
$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. At -home. TOil F~ee (1)
800-218-9000 Ext T-3883 for
Ustings.

THIS
SPACE
COULD BE
YOUR'S!!

· EARN MONEY AND FREE
-TRIPS!!
absolute best SPRING BREAK
packages
8.vailableO
INDIVIDUALS,
student
ORGANIZATIONS,
or
small
GROUPS wanted!! Call INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1-800327-6013 or http://www.icptcom
$1 ,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
info, Call 410-783-8215.

ADVERTISE
HERE FOR:
*HOUSING
*ATTENTION
*FOR SALE
*EMPLOYMENT
*PERSONALS_

$1,000s POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext R3883 for listings.

CALL

255-3943,

The Girf.
Httllgarian ~eight
loss l)elt or

ham a11d

With _J)rovo1011e.

You neec! job experience before ljOU gmc!uate'
You neec! a sa/arlj now'

University Chronicle is'in need of a
· Business Manager.
,

Duties include:
* Payroll
* Acc~unts payable/receivable
* Prepare budget for follo~ing year
* Purchase supplies _
* Supervise workstudy
* Computer knowledge a plus
* We are looking for someone who can spend
10-15 hours a week in the office_

t11rkey

The mvsterv
...
... conti11nes.
At Erl>ert & Gefbert'.s freshneRs counts, not only when it come.CJ to our
•sandwiches, but al~ ~th t~ way we ·look at the worlf'l. Take the
simvle art ·or naming a San~wich. We prefer names like The Halley's
Comet,- The Ronik, or The Girf. NOt exactly nonnal, but then ~a.in,
yon have to ask yourirelf, who wants a nonnal sanrlwich? l\lake sure
you visit Erl_>ert & Gerbert's and

trr

one of- our foi.uteen rlelicious

sandwiches. Sanrlwiches as uncommon as their names.

ER_l!E_RJ,e,_GERBERT1
For mofe information or to apply, call 255-2449 or stop by
Stewart Hall Room 13.
Ryan Voz, Editor

SUBSl)t.CLUBS

-------Vh:1it our location at 8 }'ifth Ave. N-., or for delivery call 253-4963.

